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anti-dea- th

that he was, in fact, working for
the

anti-deat-

h

W. Scott Thompson, a professor at the ITetcher School of fcternato
al Law and Diplomacy at Tufts Univerzay. spoke on ti fabrications
of the U5. w&hdrawal from Vietnam in a lecture entitled "Vietnam:
The Noble Cause- .- Profesaor Thompson lectured in Mateer Auditoas a part of an SJLB. series on the Vietnam
rium Tuesday
' ConSIct Photo By Dlanna L. Troyer. ...

nOVTLAND

Law for 23 years and a strong
opponent of the death penalty,
presented the third in a series of
- four lectures wtucn mace up mis
martyr's "Inatiee Svmnosinin.
Herman opened his lecture, "The
Death Penalty: Gambling with
Life?;" by answering the charge of
bis critics that he had abandoned
penalty cause by
the
hafafn th Ohto legislature draft a
new death penalty law last fan
- wnicn was passea ana was ngnea
,

v

.

On Thursday, April 29, Lawrence
Hwrnan a nrtrf msof - of criminal
law and criminal law urucedmc at
the Ohio SUte University College of

penalty cause in

working with the legislature. Believing that passage of a death

penalty statute was inevitable, he
attempted to diminish its impact by
recommending that it be "narrow
substantively and strong procedurally," thereby protecting the rights
ox UM aceusea u as great ocgrcc
to this criti
Attr
cism, he developed an agrument
wr
based upon ine mouvuuwn
vimnai mniithmnL Seen in this
framework, Herman argued thatthe death penany is mogwu, memTo establish the. argument Her--:
man noted that criminal punish-- t
ment serves; Inc theory, utilitarian
- andor retributive functions. The
;
- Continued on Page 4
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Herman Opposes
Recent Ohio
Death Penalty
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activities on the nation's campuses
indicated, there is increasing worry
among American college students
about the threat of nuclear war.
Not all the concerned young people, however, believe the answer
lies in a freeze on arsenals at their
present levels or a reduction in
America's nuclear capabilities.
Indeed, one recently established
student peace organization asserts
just the opposite. The Students for
Peace and Security, a nationwide
association headquartered at Tufts
University, declares that only an
American nuclear buildup will induce the Soviets to enter into serious arms negotiations,
A nuclear freeze or partial U.S.
disarmament would codify Soviet
military superiority," says Tufts
undergraduate Ifelanie Sturm, a
member of the SPS national steering committee. And such a situation, she asserts, would . increase
the likelihood of war by "emboldening the Soviets to continue , an
, aggressive foreign polky."
.
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BT SUS ALLEN ' '

new actives which comprised their
largest pledge class in four years),
and Fourth Section (with 24 new i
tmttfished tn the actives).
Tn ait artirl
Sections that also had an inVoice April $, 1SS2, the increase in
section membership at Woo iter crease in pledge numbers were '
was examine inrovga interview
Fourth Section and Fih Section,
mHh m,mhpr nf thm Cailete's
new actives respectivewith 24
Dean's stalL The following article ly.
The groups which did not have '
reports some sinaenu opinions
concerning we increase in secucn significant rises were Oats (IS initimembership' and acttritj at Woos- ates). CrandeU (25 initiates); and
Detts (two initiates).
ter.
Women's clubs did not have an
A ftgntfiTrt increase in the number of men who joined sections this overall increase in new actives,
mrhi tia 1m1 irnnv student! to according to Assistant Dean of
question whether Wooster is be- - Students Diane KmSL KroU said
eomng a scnooi wttn a strong that the women who did Join clubs
"Greek" social life dominated by were more evenly spread between
tertian and emha, Four out of the the three dubs. Kroil pointed out
seven sections at Wooster had sig- - that last year there was a wide
niftcant increases in tne numoer oz margin of difference in the rum- men pledging according to various bers of pledges that each , club
attracted. ,
section officials. '
Many Wooster students (Greeks
The sections with the most significant increases in the number of and independents alike) said that
new actives are Sixth Section (with they feel that sections have become
28 new actives compared to 14 last larger . and more active in the
year). First Section (with 30 new recent past, Several . tlzizX felt.
actives compared to about eight
last year). Seventh Section (with 29 ' tT: Continued oa Page , ;"
-
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U.S. Role In Vietaaiir
Was A Noble Effort
Lecturing on the night marking
the twelfth anniversary of the Kent
State shootings Tuesday, Dr. . W,
Scott Thompson, professor of International Law and Diplomacy at
Tufts University, delivered a defense of U.S. involvement in the
Vietnam Conflict ,
According to Thompson, the VS.
became involved to counter the
growing Communist tide not only in
Vietnam, but in the rest of Southeast Asia as weQ. But while he
stated a ease in defense of America's involvement in the Vietnam
situation, he did not justify the
nation's handling of the conflict.
Thompson, speaking as a part of
the Student Activities Board series
on Vietnam, justified America's
role in supporting the South Vietnamese government of President
Nguyen Thieu on the grounds that
Thieu's nationalist party was more
liberal than the Communist alternative under North Vietnam's President Ho Chi ISinh. Based on evi-

;

dence

.

garnered

from

what

Thompson called "extensive histor-

ical study," the professor said,
"Bight-win- g
authoritarian regimes
have a chance to return to democracy: so far we have no communist
authoritarian governments which

Wagner Talk :
Faces Racism
WVWhTiTTEV MeCAUSTES.

Last Thursday night. Wagner
Hau, wno'S programming presenuy
emphasizes "A Question of Values." was CHed with students, one
faculty person and one administra-tn- r
tn diaenn rarljrm on eamnus.
A comment that has often been
made by 'members of the black
community is that racism is an
Issue tnat some wnue srooema,
--

have returned to democracy."
Responding to comments from
the audience, Thompson dispelled
suggestions that the government of
South Vietnam was totalitarian and
guilty of human rights violations.
JThere was not exactly a good
Administration in South Vietnam
during the war. But there were free
elections, and there was a relatively free economy, and that is much
more than the Viet Cong were
offering."
Hare, Thompson asked his audience why over a million refugees
Ced North Vietnam following the
there, when
Communist take-ovnone left the south until the Communist invasion in 1973. .
"For an the bad things we heard
about President Thieu on American
college campuses, why fs it we
never heard about the boat people
leaving South Vietnam after the

Itnttf.

and

administratan become

very nervous about and refuse to
Am arith. Tha mint waa well taken
when a few days before the Wagner
program last week, some members
of the earn pus community defaced
or removea xrom various spou
around campus, including Wagner
Ban, signs announcing the forum
the pro-on racism. None the less,
gram was weu anenaeu.a Thta artkm wnld lend credence
to a statement one student made.
who wisnea not to oe nameu, uac
.
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BY EXSZZR WILCON

Advertisements for Virginia
Slims cigarettes tell women

"You've come a long way. baby,"
from male subordination as pictured in the ad cartoons. After all,
over the years women have gained
the right to vote along with cror-tumti- es
for higher education and
fulfilling careers.' Women stuicsls
today do not need to fight ecycore
for the feminist goals of dcir
.mothers.
These are some of the comments
that Elisabeth Schnessler Fiorezza

receives from students in her
-

"Women and the Bible" classes

at

Notre Dame University.
"They sincerely believe that discrimination of women is a prcUsm
of the past," she toll her
at The College of Wooster convocation yesterday But realities of
au-cn-

ce

society's patriarchal structure,
currently guides our JcsL
"racism is the most pervasive which
and
problem affecting black and white economic, cultural, religious
ctler-wis-e,
prove
systems,
educational
on
went
campus."
on
Ee
relations
said Florenza, who is a visitto say ti seems tnai roe majority ing theologian
at the college far two
of the problems which black students face at Wooster, stem from weeks.that have
racist thoughts, attitudes or ac- Despite the advantages
been made, the family, the college
tions."
The one faculty person in attend- and the church are patriarchal
in that "an
ance was Dr. Lewis Baldwin,on one institutions, patriarchal
members of the population,' women
Relithe
in
replacement
year
leave
Northern takeover there seven gion department. Dr. Baldwin led as wen as other minorities, "exist
years ago," Thompson asked.
program entitled "Rac- in order to perform their respective
Thompson, saying that the Amer- Wagner's
functions for the few free males
on the C.O.Ws Campus."
ican involvement tn Vietnam was ism
who participate fully in citizenIS
a
giving
by
began
Baldwin
Dr.
and can- minute talk on the subject of rac- ship." This is a classical der"Jon
"a fight worth fighting,"green
light
ing "our loss (there) a
but I'ior
He started by saying "the of patriarchy by Aristotle, currently
to an Communist parties in the ism.
enza says it is supported
misundeoften
word
is
racism
world." said that the fate of the rstood." "Racism." Dr. Baldwin by the roles women take in the
"
"': Cantinued on Page
Continued on Page t
Continued osi Page 4 ,v
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Liberal Arts Demeaned

The show of tactlessness and intellectual ignorance put on by a
at a Student Activities Board sponsored
bunch of myopic
to shame. The whole spectacle
put
Wooster
night
Tuesday
lecture
left-winge-

rs

during the presentation by Tufts University Professor W. Scott
Thompson of academies attacking the person of a fellow, not to
outbursts, taunting and 'laughing
mention the emotionally-stage- d
which interrupted Mr. Thompson's delivery, demeaned the very
basis of liberal thought
Emotion and name calling are always easier ways to engage
dialogue than by carefully thought and controlled intellectual
exchange. But Wooster students and faculty, unused to having their
ivory-towEden questioned, gave proof Tuesday last
an
that they cannot engage in intelligent dialogue and partake in for.
d
when new food
open forum. Rather, they choose to go
thought is offered. They choose to belch forth instead stale rhetoric
which has long since been digested.
The whole act. intended to intimidate a speaker with a legitimate
message, should send a warning to us all that we are dealing not with
an institution committed to developing the minds of the community,
myth designed and
but with an institution set on creating a myth
controlled by a select few. It is a danger, a grave danger, to consider
of
that an the strides made in the 1960s to free academic thought
traditional constraints are now being polluted by a few mind-se- t,
closed drum, hip yippies. They are the ones who sanction the thought
of any and all, be it in the classroom or the dorm room, under the
aegis of aeademia.
The lessons about decorum and intellectual thought which can be
learned from' Tuesday night's foolish spectacle before Professor
Thompson should be taken seriously. If nothing else they should be
taken seriously for the sake of the institution of liberal thought and
regardless of their
liberal arts. Henceforth, lectures and fora
should be used for growth and stimulation of the
ideological swing
intellect They should not be debased. And professors, descended' as
they are in their own minds from Heaven, should be leery of
accusing their colleagues of dishonesty and misrepresentation of
facts. They themselves should reexamine their thoughts, even at the
risk of eating their own words.
As a note to the future, let's try to commit ourselves to rational
interchange based on facts and logic, not on
well-cemente- d,

er
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Timothy E. Spesee

Thompson Lecture Offered Nil
Editor:

seemed to
have excellent credentials to speak
on "Vietnam: A Noble Cause"
Phi Beta Kappa at Stanford,
Rhodes Scholar, Ph.D. from Oxford, author of numerous publications, teacher at a major U.S.
university.
Unfortunately, that only made his
talk all the more disappointing.
During his speech and his response
to questions and comments after it
he made more misstatements' of
fact and ad hominem remarks than
any speaker I can remember hearing on the Wooster campus in the
15 years I have taught here. On
some very basic points, such as Ho
Chi Minh's claim to the leadership
of the Vietnamese independence
movement, the legitimacy of South
Vietnam's claim to nationhood, and
the fighting qualities of the South
Vietnamese army in 1975, his ignorance was shocking, and the
thought that he sometimes provides
advice to the U.S. government is
frightening.
I was pleased to see that the
Wooster students attempting to engage him in debate were not only
more sensitive to the issues being
raised, but also better informed.
Except for a perfect personal example of one of the problems with
W. Scott Thompson

the Reagan approach to national
defense. Dr. Thompson had very
little to offer, the audience, and on
the basis of what he had to say
Tuesday evening. I would argue
that a complete cut in whatever
funds the government has budgeted
for his- advice would be a small but
significant step toward lessening
the projected deficit
John M. Gates
Department of History
-

Cpczsc

Ho

Editor.
If the manipulation of informs
tion could nass for knowledge. W
Scott Thompson would be an educator; sadly, however. Professor
Thompson is just another lackey of
the Reagan position on communism. The tone of the lecture by
Thompson was set in unmistakable
terms when he used the term
"slimy" to denounce anyone who
disagreed with him or his critique
Continued on Page 3

Editor.
Of course we have all heara ox
this "crazy man Thompson" who
gave a talk last Tuesday and said
Vietnam was a good uimg" ana
"Nuclear freeze is not right" Just
to clarify these things, Ur. Thompson said the war in Vietnam would
NOT have been fought, but when it
was fought anyway it was for noble
reasons. Also, be said that nuclear
freeze at the moment might get us
into heavy troubles with a to 1
superiority for the U.SJ5.R. .
I can understand that some people disagree with his interpretation
of the facts. Some people even
disagreed with the facts, but I am
no specialist on Vietnam and cant
judge who was right or wrong. I
would like to tell those people two
things. First Mr. Thompson is
supposed to be an expert otherwise
he would not have been asked to
-

.

speak here. This does not mean be
is right, it does mean that his
opinion should be worth considering
(something many people cia not
even want to do). Second, there
still is something like courtesy for
a speaker, and that includes some
politeness and at least respecting
the other person's opinion. It certainly does not include saying he
should be ashamed (cze one oi our,
professors so courteously re-- .
marked) ana cutting nun, aown
otherwise.
As final comment I would like to
thank Mr. Thompson for bringing
up such a controversial subject and
give us another view of the situation, even though he was on a
campus where some people appar
ently could not come up witn any
respect for him. I am sorry about

SGA Euenffs
Editor:
In an effort to keep the student
body aware of current happenings
in the Student Government Association, I am writing to inform yon of
several events ana issues mat are
presently of concern to the Student
Government Association and that,
the student body should be aware
-

of.

The second fund request meeting
of the quarter will be held on
Sunday, May IS, at 7 p.m. , ..
The Trustee Committee on Divestment will be meeting on Monday, May 10 in Lowry 119 from
1:30-- 4
p.m. The Student Government Association urges all students
to stop by and show their concern.
Lastly, there are still some SALT
TaeoDijk letters left in the
Any
student who has not nartieinated is
r urged to bring hisher quarter to

that

S-G-A-jo-

fSce.

Acrimony Prcsidsq a.m. to 2 p.m.
Editor:
In Faculty
The Student. 'Government AssoI would like to call students'
ciation welcomes student input
attention to a memo received in,
We're your representatives; stop
C!:r-Itheir mailboxes last wees, trom roe Tuesday
by the Office and get to know, us!
College. The
Trustee's Meeting

r

,

it

'

Secretary of the

memo referred to a Board of Tur-- Editorr:
stees Committee report on Social After attending Tuesday eveWar,
Responsibility
in other words ning's lecture on the Vietnam
I felt the need to express my
divestment
The Committee has submitted its feelings on what resulted in a
nreliminary recommendations for debate of a very
review by the Board which include nature. I do not intend to support
not divestment, but rather encour- the arguments advocated by either
age Social Responsibility by the side in the controversy. Rather, I
invested companies through proxy only desire to comment on the
revoting. In the interest of the Co- manner in which the audience
llege's long term financial stability sponded to the Speaker.
Dr. Thompson, a man of Impeccthev also recommend expansion of
academic credentials, was
able
Afri
South
the companies active in
met with a barrage of hostile,
ca in which COW has invested.
The report is available on Closed judgemental, and in some cases
Reserve under Board of Trustees in insolent remarks. I am a strong
of
the library or in the Student Gov believer in debate and freedom
ernment Office. I encourage every speech, however, there is a proper
one to read it and to attend the manner in which to express one's
opening meeting to be held by the feelings and I am afraid that Dr.
Committee in Lowry 120 on Mon Thompson left the college with a
day. May 11 from 1:30-- 1 p.m. Any very poor impression of the intelliclaim to be a
one is free to attend the meeting; gent community-whowever, if you wish to make a part of. Faculty members -in particpresentation or speak you must ular were acrimonious in their
sign up with Deborah Hflty. Secre comments and in no way provided
tary of the College, in uaipin or m an example for the students- - to
follow.
room 120 on Monday morning.
Greg C Pastel
Libby Black

Beth Novak
Corresponding Secretary
Student Government
Association

;
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BY DANIEL McKENTY
and CHRIS LUSE
BUENOS AIRES
War wan- -

Thompson Gets
On UJcooflcr Gcm;?w3 Dad View Of Uod

Continued From Page 1
said, "has been confused with race

or ethnocentrism."
Eride Baldwin
said, "is much more
vicious, it is predicated on power ...
in the Falkland Islands Toes Ethnocentrism plus power is racy as Arengtina launched an air ism."
attack ana sunk the Brush
"It is my contention," Baldwin
HMS Sheffield. The de-- said,
on the ethics of
yer carried 270 crewmen of George"based
D. Kelsey, and Kyle Hasel-de- n
30
hich
were reported missing
that there is no such thing as
r the attack.
black
Black racism and
Buenos Aires reported it had racism racism.
in reverse are often charge
.
680
1,042
of
seamen
covered
the
made by guilty wnites wno wisn to
convince themselves that blacks
ral Belgrano, torpedoed Sunday.
are just as guilty of the problems
Earlier, British jets again involving
race relations as they
ombed the airstrip on the Falk are." Baldwin continued, "Some
ind capital of Stanley, .with one blacks." however, "are guilty of
ritish pilot killed. The U.S.
But none are guilty
in Buenos Aires ordered all ethnocentrism.
of
Dr.
said perracism."
non essential" personnel evacuat-- d sonally he felt Baldwin
was "no such
because of the crisis, while at thing as a blackthere
racist, there mayle U.N., Ireland dropped its sup-o-rt be reactions to racism."
of Britain and called for an
"Whites own the instruments and
rgent Security Council session.
of power," Baldwin
institutions
WARSAW
Poland's military said. They "own
the economy, arovernment reim posed a curfew in mory, forces of industry
and techhe capital city of Warsaw Wednes- nology,
social institutions and most
day as renewed violence flared in
schools. ' Blacks are systematihe Baltic port of Szezecin about 15 cally
excluded from participation
piles from the east German bor-le- r. in society."
Other martial law edicts were
Baldwin was born and raised
lapped back in place after only in Dr.
Alabama in the 50's. As a result
wo days of being lifted. It wasn't
feels he is very sensitive to the
lear which cities had been affect-d- . he
effects
of racism. "In the south one
Interior Minister Kiszezak said
where one stood (alluding to
tolice detained 1,372 people in riot-o- g knew
separate facilities), but in this part
in 13 cities Monday, and at of
the country," Baldwin believes
east 32 officers were injured.
MOSCOW
Moscow rejected "racism is much more subtle."
Dr. Baldwin then outlined six
'resident Reagan's offer to meet disturbing
signs which are indicaa
kviet President Brezhnev at
of increasing racism in
to
him
tions
rune meeting at the U.N., saying
(1) The resurgence of
he Kremlin wants a "prepared" our society:
(2)
KKK;
whites having a
the
Separ-ttelEurope
ummit in
this falL
categorize
Brezhnev told Nicaragua's greater oftendencytotounify
as reverse
- efforts blacks
visiting leader he endorses Nicaraof
(3)
undermining
The
racism;
A.. .
nu una VUuu uiuves uu imjji uvc affirmative action programs; (4)
S. ties.
JERUSALEM
Israeli soldiers an increase in apathy throughoutled an 18 year old Arab woman the land; (5) The growing alienauring a riot in the occupied Gaza tion of youth from the church; and
(6) The dependence on social
trip, bringing to 12 the toll of groups
to Moral Majort-- f
abs killed in recent clashes with ty) to (reference
deal with every social issue
roops. Washington expressed deep
:oncern about Israels use of "lethal i in our sneietv. hut the issue of race.
Baldwin contends "that is no acciorce" against Arab rioters.
SAN SALVADOR
An American dent"
Baldwin then addressed the
lied in El Salvador fighting alongof some faculty
side leftist guerillas during a recent
government offensive, the rebel ra- and administrators as he commented on the defeat of the .Cultural
,
dio said. Joseph
Whose age and home town weren't Definition Requirement proposal
defeat is indicative
liven, reportedly died about 70 "The proposal's
of racism on campus."
miles northeast of San Salvador.
Regretting that he missed the
( WASHINGTON
Opening arguments in the trial of John Hinckley faculty meeting to cast his vote,
Baldwin said: "I see the rejection
Jr., the accused ass silent of Presi- of
the proposal as a reflection of
dent Reagan, began Tuesday.
Hinckley's attorney, setting out an the kind of institutional racism thatr.
insanity defense, portrayed Hinck- exists here at the College of Woos-te"In the proposal," Baldwin
ley as a troubled loner, who lived in
a fantasy world and attempted continued, "was a chance to create
suicide six months before the shoot- an atmosphere of dialogue among
ing. Secret Service agent Timothy students ... When blacks go to
McCarthy and retired police officer school to learn white history, but
(Thomas Delahanty appeared as whites are not compelled to- study
witnesses, rne government prose- about black perspectives."
Baldwin is convinced that racism
cutor stressed the
begins "at the level of the faculty
nature of the shooting.
WASHINGTON
Eleven major and administration" and "we are
cities and metropolitan areas could deluding ourselves if we don't think
lose millions of dollars in govern- it exists." Even though Baldwin
ment aid, warned the Environmen- admittome of his "collegues in
Religion department are devottal Protection Agency, because of the
ed"
to
black presence," he affirmed
as
Cities
such
violations.
clean air
Chicago, Detroit, Houston and Mil- however, that "white institutions
are a mere reflection of our sociewaukee failed to set up
ty."
tests, the EPA reports.
During the discussion one student
Key testiSOLEDAD, CALIF.
mony in the parole hearing con- asked, "Is racism a result of our
cerning cancelling the 1884 parole system?" Dr. Baldwin responded
date for Sirhan Sirhan, the convict- by saying "racism is intimately
ed assassin of Robert Kennedy in tied to capitalism." Another stu1968, failed to show up Tuesday. dent who prefaced her question by
Dr. M.Tr Mehdi, who wrote an saying she was concerned as a
future parent asked, "How do we
Continued on Page 5
em-ass-

"Rac-im,- "

ey

--

y,

.--

1

1

short-sightedne-

David-Anderson-

.

pre-meditat- ed

vehicle-emissio-

ns

ss

Pte8

T, 1832

all

teach our children not to be rac
ist?" The general response was
that parents should teach their
children respect for personhood.
Another student asked, "How do we
break down institutional racism?'
Baldwin addressed the question
"You have to start on an individual
level. Create an atmosphere for
dialogue
this is why I think it is
important for white to take courses
(black History) so they are xorcea
to come to grips with what contributions blacks have made in socie

ty."

Editor:

Horo At Vocstcr
BY SUSAN FIGGE
Doesn't mathematics mean cer-

tainty? .
We may or may not like a play or
a poem; the past tense of travel
can be spelled traveled or travelled
but fx 12 is always 108.
If we in the academic community
were to name one sure fire method
achieving objectivity, if not
not Neither the presentation nor for
absolue
truth, wouldn't we single
folthe manner of discussion that
out mathemtics?
lowed was particularly noble.
If we can use a quantitative
After leaving the lecture hall I
method,
be it in the social sciences,
two
senses
of shock.
felt
distinct
The first and foremost shock that I or even in the humanities, it somesensed resulted from Thompson's how lens our conclusions the game
certainty we attribute to the natupresentation- of facts and .conclu"
sions regarding the Viet Nam war, ral sciences.
At next Wednesday's convocation
nuclear strategy, and general defense policy. I hold no agreement Professor Charles Hampton of the
will
for bis opinions and I do not wish to Department of Mathematics
pursue a discussion of the content question some of these lay assumpof the talk in this letter. I felt a tions about the objectivity of numsecond sense of shock that had its bers. Borrowing William Butler
origins in the actions of the audi- Yeat's famous image for the loss of
ence. Many rational questions ad- asolute values, Hampton will speak
dressed to Thompson refuted ids on the topic "The Center Cannot
statements of "fact" and opinions. Hold Or Can It? Uncertainties in
I applaud audience participation the Foundations of Mathematics."
19th century mathethat encourage constructive analy- . Until the late
sis of the material presented in the matics was thought to provide us
lecture and the following discus- with unalterable truth, because it
sion, regardless of whether or not builds deductively on the obvious
the analysis defends or refutes the and basic. If fact. Professor Hampposition of the speaker. I am ton says, this is not the case. And
ashamed at the manner in which yet we must consider why mathemThompson's character was contin- tics is so successful, internally and
ually attacked, by part of the in its application in the natural
audience, instead of his arguments. sciences, life sciences, social 'sciAny public speaker is in a vulner- ences and even humanities.
able position when being critiqued Prof. Hampton, who holds a Ph.D.
by an audience; volatile, highly will deal with the philosophy of
at the
debatable topics add to the vulnera- cousin at Madison, has been 1977-78
bility of a speaker. A point of view, college since 1972. During
expressed in a public forum such he was a Fulbright Lecturer at
as in Mateer Hall, is no excuse for Cuttington Universty in Libria,,
- - ...
a person to be jeered, personally West Africa- His interests range from the phiinsulted, andor shouted downfall of
which occurred Tuesday night Oth- losophy of mathematics to applied
er lecturers at Wooster have not mathematics, including political
been subjected to continual person- mathematics, which most recently
al attack and abuse in an open involved him in a study of
from a mathematical perpublic forum. Why wasn't Paul
Lehmann jeered? Why wasn't Gen- spective and in an unsuccessful
eral William Westmoreland shouted attempt to amend the state constidown? Why wasn't Mary Daly's tution to establish a mathemtieal
rather than political method for
character attacked?
These people held and explicated drawing legislative districts.
Professor Hampton's convocation
radical points of view about their
respective topics. Why were these will deal with the philosophy of
speakers shown greater tolerance mathematics, which is
and accessible to everyone. He
by their audiences?. If the question
;
becomes a matter of who is ex- will describe how mathematicians
pressing "truth," then my answer view themselves and ' what they
think math is an about
Continued on Page T

This past Tuesday evening W.
Scott Thompson, from the Fletcher
School of Law and Diplomacy, lectured and discussed the topic "Viet
Nam: A Noble Cause." Prior to the
presentation I was not sure if the
title carried a note of sarcasm or

-

One student said "sometimes
people do something to someone
not because they are mack, but
because they dont like the individ
ual ... It is not always because tney
are from the opposite race.
Another student addressed Bald

win's comment that racism was
intimately tied to capitalism: "Are
you inferring anothersystem would
not be conducive to racism?" Another student addressed the ques
tion: "Capitalism is tied to social
stratifaction, so in any society
where race is tied to social stratifi
cation, then it will also be tied to
the system."
Baldwin addressed another con
cern: "We see continued concern
about South Africa, let's not forget
our own backyard." He continued.
"racism exists in this society
The Church should take a strong
stand against the Klan, I've been
disappointed by the lack of confron- tiveness from the churcn."
A student then posed the ques
tion. "Why aren't youth involved?"
Baldwin said. "I think it is up to
this generation of blacks to change
the church, ix the pie in tne sty
concept is no longer relevant, we
must make the church relevant to
our needs." Another student chal
lenged Baldwin's response, "I don't
see church as the solution. The
church has been opppressive in its
own rights," she said. "I see blacks
moving away (from the church) as
positive." Baldwin immediately defended the necessity of the Black
Church, "The Black Church has
been connected historically with
movements of liberation. White
churches have been racist institu
tions; they have been affirming the
status quo.
A student, obviously frustrated
said, "there are blacks on this
campus who will not relate to other
blacks ... How do you relate to
these blacks who don't want to
associate?" Baldwin responded
"This is a problem ... We must
understand that this is not just a
struggle of blacks against wnites;
not all blacks can see the struggle." Baldwin continued, "blacks
have undergone brutal oppression,
we have problems we have to deal
with. Unity and coalitions are necessary. I don't see anything wrong
with associating with whites, but
blacks need to get together to deal
with their own problems. Blacks
have to be responsible for their own
liberation," Baldwin concluded.
A student commented about the
proposal. "I think that the administration was wrong not to let the
proposal pass." He continued, "It
will take a long time for thngs to
change, but there needs to be a
place where dialogue continue." Is
there a chance to bring it (the
proposal) back up for next year?"
Baldwin said, "I won't be here; it
will be up to the students."
-
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Spcnco Marks Throat To U.S.
to assert that you act without : .
Continued From Page 2
of history. While the crowd in: prejudice in any officeposition yon
attendance did little to restrain hold, whether it be as
of the Voice or as an S.A.B. :
itself from responding to Thompcommittee
member. It is people '
son's unmitigated biases, Mr.
like
Professor Thompson and Mr.
Thompson himself did nothing to
earn respect in an irresponsible Timothy E. Spence who are the ;
presentation of data that resembled greatest threat to honesty and the ;
truth. The United States of Amerithe 1950's McCarthy era of
ca will not be a healthier place to ..'
As if Mr. Thompson wasn't live if the. likes of Thompson and
enough to embarrass any decent Spence are allowed to pass them- - ,
off as defenders of democrachuman being with the capacity to selves
y-.
,
was
another
read and think, there
In addition, if you. Mr. Spence,
example of ignorance. Mr. Timothy
E. Spence demonstrated his hostili- were honestly committed to the
ty to those who are committed to whole picture of an issue in order
the truth when he, even before the to be thorough and completely inprogram began, tried to antagonize formed, you would have been
a faculty member in the audience.. present to hear Robert Muller
Really, Mr. Spence, you should be speak about Vietnam in McGaw
ashamed of yourself for your petty Chapel during Winter Quarter 1832,
attempt to antagonize a member of However, you were absent from ''
the College Community who is far Mr. Muller's presentation. If you
more intelligent capable, and hon- could not take the time then to be :
better informed, why should any- est than you could ever be.
now believe Timothy E. Spence
one
were
Spence,
you
Mr.
Finally, if
truly in the pursuit of the honest to be a responsible journalist?
Peter J. Renfrew :
truth and committed to responsibility and freedom, you would not try
editor-in-chi-

anti-communis-
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Herman Lecture Opposes
New Death Penalty Law
Continued From Page 1
utilitarian goal is primarily charac
terized by the element of deterr
ence
both specific and generaL
He argued that there are serious
questions to be raised concerning
the use of the death penalty to
prevent repeat offenses.
To begin with, the specific deterr
ence argument for the death penalty which, according to Dr. Herman,

"seeks to achieve the ultimate in
social protection," assumes that
the "defendant will do it again."
This is unjust, he said, because
"there is no provision that says
that this assumption wOl be litigated," and even if "such a provision
was included, it would be necessary
to rely on behavioral scientists (to
make this Judgment)." This is a
Judgment which most behavioral
scientists would be very wary of
making due to the inexactness of
the science.
Finally, he added that this "assumption (that the murderer will
do it again) seems to have no basis
in fact" He said, "If you're worried about recidivism (repeat offenses of the same crime) worry about
recidivism by forgers ... but not by

murderers."

The second part of the argument
concerned the role of the death
penalty as a general deterrent (one
which prevents potential crimnals
from committing the crime). It is
Herman's belief that the essential
question to be asked in this regard
is, "Is the death penalty a better
deterrent than some other severe
punishment?" The evidence for the
answer to this question is not objectively conclusive, he believes. Herman posed and answered the central question on this issue. "Which
side of the argument shall be
forced to bear the burden of proof
(to the above question)? It is that
side which will lose."
Thus, the justification for the
death penalty cannot be found in
the utilitarian goals of criminal
punishment Hence, it is necessary
to turn to the retributive function of
the death penalty. Again, Herman
believes there is an implicit assumption being made that "the

death penalty better serves one's
desire for retribution than any other form of punishment" He argued
that this is a question which requires a deeper understanding of
human nature than we have and
therefore the answer to this question is not objectively determinable.

While these elements weigh heavily against the institution of the
death penalty, the weight which
finally shifts the balance against

--
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In Nam

Was Noble

Continued From Page 1
South Vietnamese was decided not

abroad, but rather at American

colleges and universities. "The issue of South Vietnam was

decided by the intellectuals in
America, rather than by a vote of
the feet" Thompson said.
Additionally Thompson said that
the loss resulted from a lack of
commitment on the part of President Johnson to become further
involved in the war. Johnson, ac
cording to Thompson, did not en
gage in a full scale war with North
Vietnam because he "thought that
he would lose his Great Society if
we had to devote more money to
th3 war effort"
Thompson suggested that a
speedier end to the war could have
been brought, and an end in which
the communists, not the U.S. and
South Vietnam would have been the
victors, had the U.S. military command concentrated heavier bombing in the North. He indicated that
only once such bombing took place,
and only then after Northern intrusions into the South had taken
place, in December of 1972 (the
"Christmas Bombings").
Since the U.S. withdrew from
Vietnam in 1975, Thompson said the
Soviets have had a clear strategic
advantage. Thompson said that the
loss has resulted in a weakening of
the U.S. position around the world
and that the Soviets clearly foresaw this. "The Soviets saw that the
sentence.
loss in South Vietnam would have a
Herman would disagree with clear effect on the U.S.'s standing
those who charge that the problems abroad. We lost, and the only thing
and flaws in the death penalty we can do now is remind ourselves
system are isolated and are cor- that we were on the moral side'
or even
rectable by
To justify such a claim, Thompby a massive overhaul of the son said, "If you don't believe that,
process. "The problems with the just ask the Vietnamese."
death penalty are systemic," he
More, he said that other Southconcluded. He believes that it is for east Asian nations were at a loss
this reason that the problems with when the U.S. surrendered from
the death penalty will not be re- Vietnam. He indicated that shortly
solved until this type of punishment after the UJS. withdrawal, not only
is eliminated from our criminal South Vietnam, but Cambodia and
justice system.
Laos fell to communists. He also
The Justice Symposium's closing dispelled rumors that these and
lecture will be presented by Ken- other nations in the area were
neth McHargh on May 16 at 8:15 hostile to an American presence.
e
i.m. in Mateer McHargh,. a
"All the governments in Southeast
of Wooster graduate in politi- Asia, incidentally, supported the
cal science and the present presi- United States."
dent of the Black Alumni Council of
Thompson, responding to critiThe College of Wooster, is currentcism from members of the audily serving on the economic Crime ence on his stance toward U.S.
Unit as an Assistant U.S. Attorney J involvement in Vietnam, reminded
tor the Northern District of Ohio. his listeners that he has not always
He will speak on "Considerations in held the position he declared TuesWhite-CollCrime Prosecution."
day.
"It's a very complicated subject,
and for me it's a very difficult one.
I was contributing editor of the
Stanford newspaper and I was on
the opposite side when I was in
school." he said.
was nothing unusual for the year- . Thompson, while not lecturing, is
book staff to wander off campus a foreign policy consultant in Washand shoot 24 pages of flowers and ington, and is the author, editor or
leaves and trees."
of numerous books, publi"That's all behind us now," cations, and Journals. It was also
Green says, "but it has left its announced yesterday by the White
scars for many yearbooks. Some House that Thompson has been
yearbooks that stopped receiving appointed to the director's staff of
funding or lost their base of student the International Communications
support never fully recovered. Agency, a branch of the federal
Some have never come back at government
all."
Thompson's Wooster visit was
"There was very little student made possible by a grant from the
unrest here," reports Pitt's Luns-for- Intercollegiate Studies Institute of
"We. just have very little Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania.
student interest on this campus.
Continued on Page 9
ory
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Continued From Page 1
belief that "this kind of argument needed to be made on the
campuses" motivated students at
Tufts and Harvard to found SPS,
according to Dan Marcus, one of
the organization's leaders.
With chapters at universities
across the country
including
Columbia, Princeton and the University of Texas at Austin
SPS
has sponsored a number of seminars and demonstrations, with the
object, says Marcus, of "educating
students about the Soviet threat to
peace."
Speakers at SPS functions have
included author Midge Decter, sociologist Peter Berger and National
Security Council member Richard
Pipes.
Response from students has been
"encouraging," says Sturm. "People are asking questions, and
there's a new willingness to consiA

ed

non-discriminat-
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Students Call For Peace
From Position Of Strength

U.S. Role

capital punishment is found in its
operationalization. Herman stated,
"I do not believe that it is possible
retributo operate an
tion ... in our criminal law system."
He put forth three reasons for his
belief. They were, a lack of common agreement on the criteria. for
deciding on when a crime is serious
enough to invoke the death penalty,
uncontrollable discretion within the
judicial system, and the lack of a
way to insure
d
and
retribution. As an
example of the first problem, he
created a hypothetical case which
involved around Lee Harvey Oswald's killer. Jack Ruby.
He cited numerous factors which
could motivate a prosecutor to try
Ruby on capital murder charges.
However, he also cited several
other factors which would support
charging Ruby with an offense less
serious than capital murder.
He concluded that it would be far
from unlikely that two prosecutors
might decide differently in making
the decision whether or not to
charge a criminal with a capital
offense. Herman contended, on the
second point, that, "at every level
of the judicial process there is
ample opportunity for discretionary
decision." This sentiment echoed
that of David Dowd, Jr., who spoke
.earlier this quarter on the crimnal
justice system.
Finally, he noted that 66 of the
100 persons on death row in Ohio
are black and the overwhelming
majority of their victims are white.
implying that discrimination exists
in the application of the death
even-hand-

ru.'-

i-T-
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der approaches to maintaining

peace that many have previously
dismissed out of hand.'1 She ad

mits, though, that some of her
peers question both the SPS' com
mitment to peace and its "moral!
ty." She vigorously contests "the
contention of disarmament propo-- i
nents that theirs alone is a 'moral,
position
andjhat only they are
I
concerned with peace."
"In reality." she declares, "it is
military weakness that is the surest
invitation to conflict" She cites as
an example the British appease- -'
ment of Nazi Germany in the years
preceding World War n.
.
Among the most infamous exam-- f
pies of that appeasement was the
proclamation by students in the
Oxford Union that they would "not
fight for King and country." That
resolution," ac-- j
cording to Churchill, contributed to ;,
the outbreak of war by helping I
convince Hitler and Mussolini that
Britain was "a frightened, flabby
I
old woman..."
of the SPS, says
It is the
aim
aturm, --to nerp Keep American
students from sending such a message to the men in the Kremlin."
"ever-shamef-

ul

Art Exhibits To Open Soon
BY JANE BUDD
On Sunday, May 9, two senior art
majors will open exhibits of the
Independent Study work they did.
Barbara Ludwig's show will begin
at 2 p.m. in Mackenzie Gallery,
Severance. Michael Korzinski's will

begin at 7 p.m. in Frick Art Building.

Ludwig's exhibit entitled "The
Natural Subject: A Perceptual
Awakening." is a series of twenty
large-siz- e
drawings and six
sketches. All of the pieces are

drawings of plants found in the
Wooster area. However, as the
artist puts it, "these aren't just
blow-up- s
of weeds." The drawings
are an attempt to emphasize repeating patterns and to increase
the awareness of the different
forms and textures found in nature.
especially when enlarged. Because,
of the large size of the drawings.

different

environments

often

emerge, she says.

Korzinski's exhibit' entitled "Ca
bles Completely," is a series of
seven pieces, four of which are
comprised of several components,!!
r,
all sculpted in steel cable.
When asked about his choice of
junk cable as a medium, Korzinski
replied, "It all started as exploring
the potential of cable as a sculptural medium." In his work Korzinski
says he "plays around with tradi-- j
tional imagery." The piece that he
titled "The Gate of Heaven (or Not
Open to Everyone)" ts a far cryl
from the image one has of heaven's '
gates. He also shows an!
Starly
terest in movement and dance,!
trying to create a feeling of motion
in his works
as if his subject
were eaptured in
j
Sneak previews of both of the
shows promise very interesting ex- nious.- - Laawig's exnioit will run
through May 14 and Korzinski's
through May 20.
mid-strid- e.
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For Some Colleges

Yearbooks Are Extinct
Students at the University of
Nebraska put out a yearbook which
had Alice in Wonderland as its
central theme.
And at the University of Kentucky, the yearbook staff in 1971
produced what became known as
"The Black Book," which contained essays on poverty in Appala-chi- a
and had dotted lines around
selected pictures so they could be
torn out
"For many colleges, the yearbook changed from a public relations tool to a public relations
problem," explains LoPachin. "It

co-auth-or
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SALT Attempts
To Influence Ssvs Vfcii hi Ttsc!cr!n3 Kcrchza
the head and God the Father.
- Continued From Page 1
fact Is. Fiorenza said, in both
Student Loans family,
the workplace and the theThe
secular and religious worlds'
.

church.

As it is, most people believe
women should stay at home after
having children since homemaking
and mothering is their "natural"
function, she said. "Out of a class
of 45, not one man and only a
couple of women maintained that
household maintenance and chOd- rearing are the responsibility of
both women and men and that
therefore, not only women but also
men nave to plan their careers and
lives accordingly." Fiorenza noted.
What this means is that a "sepa
rate system of economics has
evolved for women, which offers
Service, donated salt packages. them lower wages and lower level
Students were encouraged to do positions than men because "worn
nate a quarter to defray the cost en's salaries are presumed to be
for printing and mailing the salt-fill- supplementary" in 4 family situa
envelopes and letters. The tion.
"This patriarchal economic sysopening paragraph of the letter
tem sustains a dual labor market
. that was sent read. "I am one of
g
of occupations" as
the many students at the College of and
welL
Women
therefore occupy the
Wooster in Wooster, Ohio who is
extremely concerned about the pro- lowest paid and least influential
posed cuts in financial aid for positions in many vocations, Fior
higher education." The stuffed en- enza said.
"In 1975, women were 88.fi per
velopes were sent to each donor's
cent of
teachers. 85.4
senator. - "The reason we charged a quart- percent of elementary school teach
er is because we are not allowed to ers, 49.2 percent of secondary
use Student Government funds to teachers and only 3L1 percent of
influence political legislation," college and university teachers."
In addition, women faculty mem'
Black explained.
t
Two hundred eleven letters were bers are, on the average, paid 20
sent on first mailing. A remaining percent Jess than men with the
eighty letters were expected to be same job titles, Fiorenza said. And
signed at last Wednesday's desk at a time when women students
represent
sign-u.i" response and population.a majority of the college
There was a good
Likewise, most of the work worn'
people were really enthusiastic,"
Black said. We were really happy en do for the church is voluntary.
about that," Black said the Social "Women are allowed to organize
Concerns Committee also received bake sales ... but have no access to
a note from Paul Orehovec, Direc- decision making power," including
tor of Financial Aid here at Woos- defining theological and spiritual
she said.
ter, while in Washington saying resources,"
The patriarchal set of values
that he "was enthusiastic and was which
stands behind these statistics
happy that we were interested in
can be traced to early childhood
doing something.
She said Orehovec felt that "the socialization. Girls are conditioned
grassroots campaign is really felt to feel that housekeeping and nur
m Washington,' Black said. "He turing are their duties by nature.
appreciated those who took part." . Fiorenza sid. "Girls are told that
they can have children when they
nave a husband to support them;
whieh therefore requires women to
be financially and emotionally de
pendent upon men.
God
In addition,
language is part of this conditioning. "Boys are told that the center
Contfiroed From Page 3
article for Action, an Arabian con- of the universe is male: God is He.
cerned publication, based on a 130 Jesus is He ... Christian prayers do
interview with Sirhan Sirhan, gave not address women in connection
with the divine, or when they do.
no reason for his absence. '
Orhan they communicate her subordinate
SOlfERVTLLE. MASS.
Gunduz, a Turkish diplomat, was role," Fiorenza said. The 'She' is
kfQed in an ambush while in his car dependent and obedient to Christ
in the Boston suburb of SomervCIe.
An Armenian group claims reponsi-bilit- y
for his death, in revenge for
the massacre of Armenians by the
Turks in 1915, they said. Gunduz
was the honorary consul for the
Boston area.
WASHINGTON
The Senate Judiciary panel - approved a voting
rights amendment compromise to
Oowntown Wooster
extend the provisions of the 1965
supposed
.
to
is
law. The Senate
approve the bill, which was endorsed by Reagan and civil rights
.- .
groups.

stands for Students Associated for Loans and Trust," said
UObj Elaek, chairperson for the
newly tanned Branch of the S.GJL
known as the Social Concerns Committee.
The idea for SALT came from a
student at Wright State Unhrersitj.
She sent a letter explaining her
idea. Black said, "We felt as the
Social Concerns Committee that
financial aid was a concern we
needed to deal with, so we decided
to go with a letter writing cam- - ' paign."
Howard Raber. Director of Food
T.
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women have achieved scholarship,

yet they have remained nameless
and invisible. "Feminists have
a special literary genre
the thanks to the scholar1! wife."
For example, Jane Chenney
--

Spock, the former wife of Benjamin
Spock, the author of "Baby and
Child Care. has said that she was

on the typerwriter from 9 pun. to

a.m. every night for year,
changed expressions and other
things that weren't dear and did
endless medical research,'" Fior1

enza quoted.
In order to reclaim this scholar?
ship, many feminists are taking a
critical look at the position which
patriarchy has held for women.
challenges
"Feminist theology
women's ecclesiastical marginality
as well as their theological invisibility and religious subordination."
Fiorenza shared.
In addition, feminist' theologians
are currently questioning the androcentric Christian images which
many claim are divinely ordained
and revealed in the Bible and
therefore should not be changed.
And all feminists are engaged in a
search to "recover the struggle of
heritage of our foremothers and
foresisters," Fiorenza said.
Both men and women are responsible for these cultural-religiochanges, Fiorenza noted. Indeed, a
critical theology of liberation "calls
all of us to reject the internalized
sin of patriarchal sexism and
religious
(seek)n intellectual and
conversion."
The alternative society that Fiorenza says this will bring about does
not include a reversal of discrimi-natfons- o
that today women are
sexually harrassed and underpaid,
and tomorrow men will be
and economically exploited.
Rather, "liberal education and religion should help us to find ways of
talking and dreaming about an
alternative society and church that
would allow- - (all people) to become
free, responsible citizens, to become free and responsible Christians," Fiorenza concluded.
Fiorenza will be on the Wooster
campus until If ay
During her
stay, she win preach Hay 9 at
Westminster Presbyterian Church
and Hay IS at First Presbyterian
Church of Wooster. In addition, the theologian is
offering a
series dealing with women in early Christianity. The classes will be held from 7
to f p-in Lowry Center. Room
119, and are free to the public.
us
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Dr. Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza
be at Wooster as Theologian in
Residence from the 3rd
the leth
of this month as part of the Theo
logical Impact Program of the
Presbytery of Muskingum Valley.
Dr. schussler Fiorenza was edu
cated in Germany and holds a
Doctorate from the Unversity of
If mister. She is currently Professor
of Theology at the University of
Notre Dame. She is the author of
many books and articles which deal
with the role of women in Chris
tianity and is currently at work on
a book about the role or. women tn "Professor Schussler Fiorenza's
Coctfaned on Pare
the early church.
wCl

Ttiefcw Tke Proud,

-

Eojr A.

According to Dr. Schussler Fiorenza, it is very important for the
modern Church to come to terms
with the role of women in its early
development. She states, "we define ourselves in relation to our
past. People who are orrressed
often do not have this vital sense cf .
their own past because the peer 'a '
in power decide what wi3 be Urlt
as history. To make a people powerless is to deprive them of their
history. As Christian women we are
often alienated from ourselves because the role models held up to us
as strong Christian leaders are
..
;
nearly always men."

BY KAREN SAPIO
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Notre Dame Prof Visit
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Budget Committee Chairman De
menki introduced a budget plan
to spar Congress into
reducing the large projected budget
deficit. The measure would raise
taxes U25 billion over a three year
period, and trim growth in Social
Security benefits. It's not expected
that it will meet Senate approval.

Elisabeth Schoessler Fiorenza delivered Wednesday's- - CcnvocxUca

entiled "Womenv in Patriarchal Institutions." Photo Ey
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BY BARRY EISENBERG
Propelled into the air, a beer cap
spins towards its destination: a
drinking glass. Upon its successful
landing inside the glass, the cap's
shooter smiles. He has scored. The
owner of the glass is now down a
point but he smiles too. His penalty
is to take a swig of beer.
The game is Caps, a drinking
game which seems to be gaining
popularity on old favorites like
Quarters. "There's more of a skill
to Caps," remarked Freshman
Dave Cohen.
The game involves flipping beer
bottle caps from a sitting position
into a glass full of water sitting a
few feet a way.
"If there's no water in the glass
it will bounce back up and plus it
gets you wet and you have a good
time," said Cohen. Novice Capsters
should take note of the glasses they
use. The force of a flying cap has
been known to shatter a weak
.
glass.
There are many versions of Caps
being played on campus. Rules,
and the harshness of "Penalties"
vary depending on the competitor's
-

ltT2

BY JDI LUCE
We all know about the Tea Cere
mony and "Hara-kiri- "
from movies
like .Shogun, but what are the
people our own age doing in Japan

today? About everything we're
doing
and more. They're prep-pin- g
out; they're punking out;

they're displaying the best of Japanese New Wave.
On the music scene we find
Yellow Magic Orchestra pumping
out their oriental Techno-PoIt's
unbelievable. YMO prides itself in
not mimicking the West They're
into their own thing. And, Interestingly, their "own thing" is selling
all over the world.
Another New Wave hit is the five
member band, the Plasties. This
group originated in Harajuku, a
neighborhood where each Sunday
several thousand Japanese youth
get together and punk out That's
unbelievable, too. .
On a more academie level, the
students of Tokyo are very much
concerned with global affairs. The
"voice" of Waseda University, The
p.

--

recently ran stories
accuracy, consistency, and the Guardian,
about rallies held against the miliamount of brew he is capable of tary regime in South Korea. Womconsuming before having to bow en in the work force and the
out of the contest
conservation movement in Tokyo
Usually the first team or person are also issues treated by this
caps
get

24
to
into the opponent's
glass wins. Each time a cap lands
in the glass the other team has to
Thomas Critchfield, '75, is guest soloist for tomorrow evening's
take a drink of beer. One student
performance of the Wooster Symphony Orchestra. The Orchestra
commented, "For some reason the
opens tomorrow night at 8:15 in If cGaw ChapeL
game gets mysteriously easier as
the game proceeds."
Caps is actually being marketed
by Ohio University graduate' Tom
Rosenberry. He first saw friends
play the game here at the College.
Calgary Beer has since put out a
packaged Calgary Caps drinking
game which includes a beer-proThomas Critchfield, '75 graduate certo Grosso by HandeL
plastic gameboard
a complete
of Wooster, will be the guest soloist
Also included is a special work set of Calgary Capsand
playing
Spring
at the
Bacbianas Brazili- Rosenberry said he hopes the roles.
Concert of The by
game
WOOSTER SYMPHONY ORCHESans fl, for cellos alone.
will
"bigger
become
than
TRA on May 8th at 8:15 p.m. in
The Womens' Committee of the
McGaw ChapeL
Orchestra is offering a reception m
The Orchestra, directed by Nan- McGaw following the concert in
cy Buckingham Garlick, will per- honor of the soloist. The communiform the Beethoven First Piano ty is cordially invited.
Concerto, Liszt's exciting tone
Students and faculty of the colpoem, Les Preludes, based on a lege will be admitted free.
poem by Lamartine (which begins
"What else is our life but a series
of preludes to that unknown Hymn,
the first note of which is intoned by
Death?...") and a delightful Con- -

GriQGhGnQQd Vo GcSo

For
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paper.
Waseda English-languag-e
One of the most interesting edito-

rials in The Waseda Guardian concerns the "Japanese Peace Corps."
This commentary raises the disturbing question of motivation. It's
provoking title is, "Helping the
Refugees: Volunteers or

"Sczzcttovj

But Japanese students do more
than study. They find more time to
party than we tend to. When
classes end for the day most students head for either their club
room, a cafe, osto a bar in the next
neighborhood. Shinjuku, the place
to go in Tokyo, is only a short
distance away by train. There the
students throng to traditional pubs
where they drink sake. Or else they
go to a more standard bar where
they partake in whiskey and beer
consumption. And then, of course,
there is also the disco, where one
price provides food and drink for
night
the
Ezpectedly, the Older Generation
is somewhat concerned about these
growing trends. According to a
spokesman for the Japan Teacher's
Association, "Today's children are
growing up in an affluent society."
Therefore, he maintains, in standard Older Generation logic, "They
don't have the guts or tenacity of
"
earlier generations."
Criticism of the Japanese student
aside, Tokyo is a wonderful place
to be. like any other big city, it is
exciting and challenging. Unlike
any other big city. Tokyo is the
biggest It's awesome. Unreal
If you're interested in going to
Tokyo, think about the GLCA program to Waseda. It is an experience to be savored. Talk to Dr.
Miller. Debbie Mix (Babcock), or
any other member of the Japan
Association on campus. Get to
know more about Japan than what
yon knew before Shogun. Soon.
Asia anJim Lace, a CAS-Ei- st
spent Ust summer t Waseda
-

te
Unirersttj, Tokyo.
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Tuesday, May 18. If GayLesbian
Awareness Day on the campus of
the CoOee of Wooster. There wffl
bo two Qms shown on that day:
What Abort MeBride? and Women
Loving Women. Women Loving
Women win be shown in the Pit
daring dinner. Both films win be
followed by a discussion at 8:00
sun. at a puce to be
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BY SUSAN FIGGE
Consider your social studies
classes in high school. I don't recall
that mine were very social, some
of us wondered if they could properly be called studies...
For those of you who have shifted
-

,-

J

uncomfortably

during,

day

dreamed through, been bored by
the electoral college, the natural
resources of Baravia, Our Neigh
bors to the South and The Changing
American Family, prepare for a
new kind of Social Studies.
Fran Lebowitz. variously termed
a female Woody Allen, a contempo
rary W.C. Fields, and a street
smart Erma Bom beck, will present
her own version of Social Studies
next Thursday evening at 8:15 in
McGaw ChapeL

Regular columnist in several

magazines, including Andy Warhol's "Interview," and author of
two best selling books of humorous
essays, "Metropolitan Life" and
"Social Studies." Lebowitz satirizes
her own rise to authorial fame and
the world of American letters
Books, she says, are dangerous
things. They can ruin youth more
easily than drugs or television.
Magazines are the beginning of this
corruption. They are "the heavy
petung of literature."
For those perplexed about thier
social responsibility in confusing
times, Lebowitz stresses a new
attitude toward the evening news:
"Do I want this information? Do I
need this information? What do
they expect me to do about it?"
Other "studies" concentrate on
war, feminism (source of "girl
ministers" and the word "chairper
.

Fran Lebowitz, often described as the "female Woody Allen.

if ay 13, at S:1S p.nu in MeGaw

will entertain next Thursday,

ChapeL

.

son"),

COLLEGE SEN IORS
AND GRADS . . .

anti-smoki- ng

.

campaigns

("when smoke gets in your eyes,
shut them"), apartment hunting.
travel and fitness ("The Fran Le
bowitz high stress diet and exercise

program.").

Should you imagine that a hard
core New Yorker could have little
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Donnie Iris and his troupe wEl provide musical eutertainmerl
next Saturday night. May 15, at t:00 in McGaw ChapeL The bands
cruise through Wooster is being sponsored by the Student Activities

Board.,,:
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BY KEN DIXON
On Saturday May 15th at : 00
p.m., Donnie Iris and the Cruisers
will appear in McGaw Chapel at
the College of Wooster. Iris, touring
on the strength of bis three hit
singles and two successful albums,
has been involved in the music
business since the
He first found success in 1970
when he led the group the Jaggers
who hit number one with a song
.

late-sixtie-

s.

entitled "The Rapper. Written and
by Donnie, it earned him a
Ksung
Id record.. Like many bands, the
ggerz were destined for statns as
a one time wonder. The band dissolved, and Donnie felt it waa time
to find a real Job. Having grown up
in a working class area near Pittsburg, the steel mills seemed to be
the best solution
Finding the work very boring.
iris longed to play m a band once
again. Kis dreams were answered
when the leader of a caeveiana
based rhythym n blues group.
Wild Cherry. The band had also
had a number one record (Play
That Funky Music) and like the
Jaegers were about to become a
one time wonder. Donnie per
formed with the band on their last
album and toured the country be
fore thousands of people.
Besides getting Donnie back into
the music business, his involve
ment in Wild Cherry also helped
spark a friendship with the group's
leader. Mark Avsec Be encouraged Donnie to pursue a solo ear
reer. At the end of 1171. Donnie
released a single, "Into the Eighties.' Produced by Avsec, the song
was a hit in Cleveland and Pitts-barf. On the strength of the record.
Iris was given a nations! recording
contract with Carousel Records a
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Donnic Iris To Cruiso VJoostcr

to contribute to the midwestern
college scene, think again. Lebowttz understands that disease which
plagues us all from time to time
procrastination. She will do anyLS. authing to avoid writing
thors take note: "Writing is the
diametric opposite of having fun.
All of life, as far as I'm concerned.
Is an excuse not to write. It's really
scary just getting to the desk
we're talking now five hours, sty
mouth gets dry, my heart beats
fast. I react psychologically the
way other people react when the
plane loses an engine." She nasi
many ways to avoid writing, talk
ing on the phone, roIWting wrap-ping paper, sleeping, reading every division of MCA,
book that anyone else nas wnaeaj
The first aJnat was recorded
discovering suspicious lamps, on with Avsec and members of (the
her body. to be defunct) Breathless.
Those students struggling with Entitled "Back on the Streets." the
difficult career decisions wCi profit album was a classic example of
from "Vocational Guidance for the beauty and the beast: tonrfc, instre-mentTroly Ambitions: So Yea Want to
ontbarsts and desperate
be a Pope?
lead vocals encased in a eommer-eiaS- y
Faculty and staff who have
marketable frame of sUck.
yet mastered their Sola telephone!
oy
aa
system are sore to enjoy "Cow toj fcimsez. The asam zeataredssai
a
be a Directory Assistance Opera- - wkiea would become Iris's
your first task ls gold record
tort A Manual
"Ah! Leaai This
to chaSesze the psUie, act to tract featured Mi's own Backfcida jv its every wLim.
ground vocals ttvetdiiLhedt bo less
Lebowitz goes after the eonsen
times, and the resct is
Uaa
five and trendy liberal alike. Rozh layertzg sot aaEke the "wall of
aid Reagan is president tor a spen
prodweuoaoi rcu spector.
dal interest group rich peepleJ
ed by toe saeeess ox the
The New CSmrea includes a Pcpej
oa rave renews s
with a California style wife who received opesfs ap for IXaS A
invents a whole grain host ancj Oates and llkhael Us2ey. Iris
strips down the SisSne Chapel to
to toe stooa to record tis
.
the aatnrai brkcx.
LJ. "Eag CooL" XKk a
se that oa da first
oaPasaf
-

;

.

.

a

album. Iris had his second hit in
less than a year with "Love Will
single
Rock Yon." A follow-u- p
"Sweet Marilee" is now receiving
massive airplay and should break
into the top-4- 0 by the concert date.
The Cruisers are more than Donband, as all
nie iris's back-u-p
members share songwriting duties
and help in the production of the
ihnm The Cruisers are: Albrit-to- n
McClain on bass; Marty Lee on
guitar; drummer Kevin Valentine;
and keyboardistproducer Hark
Also appearing on the 15th win be
Cleveland favorites the Action:
Don't miss this evening of tii-energ- y
w
rock V roBL Doors of
Chapel wCl open at T:C0 p.m.
for the S:C0 pan. show, and all,
seats are general admission. Tickets are 1S.C9 for CO.W. stndecis
and IS.09 for all others. See yon at
the show.
LLc-Ga-
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is that I have yet to find a person
who has cornered the market on .
has been
"truth" or a person who
completely void of --truth." elements of "trust exist in nearly
every opinion expressed.
bow much courage ooes n taxe
to yell at a speaker from the midst
of a hostile crowd? A person who,
from the middle of an audience,
hurls insults at a lecturer or shouts
down a lecturer is performlsg an
act of cowardice. If something a
speaker says compels a person to
respond, why not do a bit more
thinking, exercise a bit more eour--.
age. and then ask a rational cies-tkor make a rational comtsen?
This eoQege tries to faciata
tnrtrpendfnt thmkisg among laea-ber- s
of the campos eommeny. '
One way to approach this goal ia to
expose people to different pdzts cf
view. Bringing a person to Vesstzr
who nas a directly orposSe pclt of
view with respect to sae may be Cm
best way of defending and encouraging my point of view.
By being exposed to surest
BMipectlies gocpla cam make their
owa rational decisions rearCzg aa
opinion oa aa issao. Arbitrary attacks against a speaker's character
does not lead to a constructive
evanaiida of aa issue; reviewing
the sstject matter of a lectsra
erttieaSy enables a persoa to reecs-aiz- e
threats to. kim or herself and
"
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that this was doe in part to the!
reaction of section members alter a
member of the administration stat
ed that if trends continued, sections
Continued From

Asked what the drawbacks of
these social groups seemed to be.
Zornow said. "I got the feeling that
people in the sections usually want
to get to know people in the section
would be eliminated by 1SS& Blakd and not many others. That dicky
Ryan, the usi-e-z president of Sev attitude really bothers me. It limits
enth Section said "Dean Swegen's people's experiences with other
statements instigated an awareness people."
of sections. He didnt mean what he
The reasons for individual increases in section pledge numbers
said to be detrimental toward
tion life, bat attention was nonetheJ were varied, but most section offiless drawn to the opportunity tq cials claimed that their sections
had an individual drive to bring up
loin sections."
In addition to the campus "adH their memberships. "We all knew it
vertismjc" given to sections, soma was a crucial year," said Ryan.
Sixth Section pledges, which
members of the Intersection Coan-- I
efl (ISC) believe that it was actual grew by 28 this year, grew signifily the improvements within the ISd cantly according to new president.
that influenced the increases Randy Benefield. IX any different
Ryan, who represents Seventh Sew reasons for this rise within the
tion in ISC, explained that many of section were suggested. Kirk
the "problems'--' surrounding the Charles, a senior Sixth Section
section system were attacked and member, said that a main reason
some were relieved. A main prob-- j for the increase in the number of
urn, said Ryan, was that m the pledges that Sixth Section attracted
past there has often been much was the fact that actives were
conflict between sections. "Wheal spread around on campus. This
there are conflicts between sec-- i was due to the administration's,
tions, the problems deter from the denial of their dormitory prhril-idgproper functioning of the section
last spring. Charles said that
Ryan then Sixth Section members are living in
system at Wooster.
explained that he thought the less--i Armington. Kenafden. Bissman,
ening of "conflicts" between sec--i Holden Anex, and other dorms. He
tions attracted more freshmen tq explained that their increased exposure to freshmen enabled them
loin different sections.
Another main reason for the in- to meet more people who were
crease in section activity, accord- interested in joining their section.
ing to many students, is the inFirst Section initiated 30 new
creasingly "conservative" nature members this spring, a substantial
of the social roles implemented by increase from past years. David
Means, a sophomore and member
the administration.
"The section system is beneficial of first Section, claimed that a
to the campus as a whole because main reason for First Section's
tt gives people a larger choice of increase was that they "carefully
social life, especially when the only planned the rushing this year." and
bar on campus (Ichabod's) only attempted to attract a large num.
has a capacity of 300." said RyanJ ber of pledges.
..
"We were determined to keep the
Another student who believed that)
sections play an important role atj section system going on campus."
Wooster was Hark Wan. the 1881-8- 2
added Means.
president of Oats. "This year is Fourth Section has 23 new acsomewhat a turning point because! tives, an increase when compared
a lot of people are realizing than with their usual number. Scott Masections are a valuable iorm oil son, the incumbent president of
social life at Wooster."
Fourth Section, explained that
Several independents said that at "with only eight actives and four of
oresent students are becoming less those graduating this year, the
posiand less mdmauaiisue, tnus a rea section was in a
son for increasing section activity. tion." Mason said. "We approached
"Being out on your own is a scary rushing from a different angle than
thing." said Pete Zornow. a senior most sections did; we were fortunwho has never pledged a. section. ate to come across a group of men
Zornow continued by saying. that was already unified to some
"Some neoDle need to be part of a extent."
Mason explained that the nature
group; this is almost an extension
of Fourth Section is different from
of the cliques totma m nign scoooi.
most of the sections at Wooster.
"What we do is geared to much
more than just group "unity" said
Mason. "We spent a great deal of
time instructing the pledges on our
section's values such as brotherhood, trust, community service,
and respect."
Oats had only 13 initiates, a
number much lower than most
sections. Wall explained that the
main reason for a smaller pledge
group than other sections was the
--
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Ed Zambie displays the latest in spring fashion, designed especially
for those hearty souls intent upon defeating the recent
Photo by Rodger A. PelagaHL
heat-wav- e.
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fewer members make eohesiveness
more possible and eases problems
such as finding group living space
oneampus.
Wan explained that the Oats can
themselves a "fraternity rather
than a section, "The essence of the
word fraternity. Wan said, is people being brothers, not hist living in
a certain buflding together."
So what s in the future for sections &nd clubs at Wooster? Almost
an students asked (section memsaid that
bers and
increasing section life at Wooster
seems likely. Many students reacted negatively to that foresight,
while others looked forward to a
strong "Greek" social life as excitnon-membe- rs)

,
:;
ing.
As did many students. Mason felt
.

strongly that section membership
and activity win continue to climb
in the next few years, and that this
rise could bring some possitive
things to Wooster. "The section
system is not without problems,"
Mason said, "but these are surely
problems which may be solved with
some effort on the part of ISC and
other groups. ISC has made some

improvements this year, and I
think there will be even more
positive changes in the future."

Notro Dsmo Prof
Visits VIoostcr
Continued From Page 5
work has led her to participate
actively in movements working for
the equality of women within the

Christian churches. Specifically,
she has worked for the ordination
of women' in her own religious
tradition, Catholicism. "But." she
yrpiin, "we want ordination only
in a new sort of Church. This
requires the movement to work for
changes in the whole Church struc-

ture." .
Schussler Fiorenza has also
.

worked on the Task Force on Inclusive Language for the National.
Council of Churches. This organization works to get inclusive rather
than male centered language incorporated into biblical interpretation
and church liturgy.
During her stay in Wooster. Dr.
Schussler Fiorenza w&l be offering
which wCl meet in
a
room lis; Lowry Center on May t,
10, 11 and 12. In this course she
hopes to explore the role of women
in the early Christian church and to
mini-cour- se

trace the development of what
eventually became a dominant
influence in biblical
pa-triarc-

Mother's Day service designed by

members of Patricia Wismer's

"Women in Religion" class on
day in MeGaw ChapeL
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She wfll also be leading a special
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selectivity process. Wall stressed

that the Oats desire to remain a
small group. He says that they feel
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College Yearbook

Becoming Extinct
Continued From Page 4

We're an urban commuter school.
Students come here, attend classes,
and go home."
Green adds that the economy
hasn't helped yearbooks, either.
"The tight money supply has
universities looking at where they
can take different kinds of money
and put it to better educational
advantage. Where many campuses
used to fund the yearbook through
student fees, it is now something
students have to purchase separately," she says.
"The problem is that the yearbook has now become a marketing
item." adds LoPachin. "It used to
be that the yearbook sold itself. But
today, the successful yearbook has
to be marketed and promoted."
Indeed, at schools where the
yearbook is surviving, or at least
attempting to survive, yearbook
editors wiU try just about anything
to reverse student apathy.
At the University of Wisconsin-Lacross- e,
the yearbook gave away
$23 dinner certificates in a drawing
of all seniors who had their
taken for the publication.
Appalachia State University and
the University of Carolina at
Greensboro have begun charging
students a $7 surcharge on their
yearbooks, in addition to the money
students paid in activities fees to

fund the publications.
Washington State University and
the University of Wisconsin-Madisorelying on convenience selling,
students the option of paying
Sve
r yearbooks when they enroll and
n,

pay tuition each term.
Stilly a number of campuses continue to produce yearbooks with
healthy sales and strong student
support.
Yale, Harvard, the University of
Virginia ana UCLA, to name a
few, have managed to keep their
yearbooks afloat
At Northwestern University, the
student yearbook
now generates nearly $20,000 in
profits each year, which helps to
subsidize the school newspaper.
"We've been real successful
since about 1975, after we recovered from the problems of the
student movement," says yearbook
editor Mike Heeger.
once-troubl-

ed

Parents and their children squat oa increasingly vibrant frasftturtuf last Saturday's Parent's Weekend steak
fry. Although seating accommodations were rather Spartu&ke.
moat of the feasters agreed that Coward
Saber's steak picnic was a coup de grace. Photo By JIH Bradford.

-

'Honest Disarmament Saves Future'

Editor:
Recently all we've been seeing
and hearing deals with the bilateral
freeze issue. From Dan Rather to
Co
the Westminster Peacemakers they
profess that there is an overwhelming mandate to freeze development
and deployment of nuclear mis
siles, well, this is simply not true.
According to the figures in Friday's
VOICE. 131,000 Ohioans signed a
petition calling for a freeze. Out of
11 million residents this is a pretty
small percentage of the population.
What are the other Ohioans' feelings
on this issue? Taken for grantContinued From Page T
and the pathologically lonely need ed that everyone wants peace, they
Forget for an evening academic dogs, she says, "Let the lonely lead
objectivity, statistical analysis and the blind."
PLANNSD PARSNTHCC3, loa startling possibili-- j
scientific proof. Unlike economics, ty, for a world more imaginative cated at pt Cleveland Road m
sociology, history and psychology than ours.
Wooster, has low cost pregnancy
courses, Lebowitz version of "soLebowitz is funny, but she isn't testing, counseling. Pep tetis. and
cial studies" . examines American kidding.
birth control. Ca.ll USTTtt.
culture from one person's perspective. She experiences customs and
THE
FOR SALE
situations as if they were all done
PIANO BAR- on purpose to her.
GAIN
Through it all she participates in
Wanted: Responsible party to
a tradition of high seriousness
in VtmCJfHM, SHOP
take over, low monthly payments on
which is at the core of good satire.
SPP.W C m
spinet piano. Can be seen locally.
Pt
In a piece against animals as pets,
Write Credit Manager: PO Box 537.
Lebowitz gives an old WC Fields
Shelbyville, IN 44176.
Joke a wonderful new turn. When
SMITHVILLE INN
people protest to her that the blind
Guitar, Clarinet,
109 W. Main, Smlthville OH
FOR SALE
113 East
Contact:
BEAU. AVE.
44667.
Ohio
Street,
Orrville,
High
specialty'
'chicken
oar
is
ECON-O-WAS- H
--

pictures

cTcrd

must believe there is a better way
to make the world a safer place to
live. Maybe, Just maybe, a freeze
isn't the first step. It might just be
that we need verifiable arms reduction as the first step.

The U.S. and the U.S.S.R. should
have talks to eliminate this ominous threat in our world today. A
freeze does nothing for today, but
honest disarmament win save the
future from a possible nuclear holo,
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Scotties Scoot;. Field Flounders

Goalie Balkam
Woo Standout

Robin Mayo added two second
places for the Scotties. She jumped
ir8V6" in the long jump and ran
12.2 in the 100 meter dash.
Freshman Amy Smith continued
to prove herself by winning the
1,500 in the excellent time of 4:59.
Smith also grabbed a second in the
700 meter run in 2:23 while teammate Sue Roberts finished sixth in
2:33. Smith and Roberts combined
their efforts with Mandy Burr and
Katie Blood to win the two-mirelay in the record time of 10:14.
In the distance events, Mandy
Burr took a second in the 3,000
meter run in 11:21 while Peggy
Elder finished fifth in the 5000
meter run in 21:55.
Carrie Bell led the competitors in
the throwing events. Bell placed
fourth in the shot put in 3794" and
sixth in the javelin. Lynette Seigley
added a third in the discus with a
hurl of KWU".
"This meet was a good indication
of what we have and What we can
do. We have the potential and
talent to reach our goal of winning
the state championships. Now it
comes down to character and desire," commented Penney.
The women travel to Denison for
the OAC championships Friday and
Saturday where they hope to again
emerge victorious.

BY KATHARINE L. BLOOD
total team effort allowed the
College of Wooster women's track
A

As a senior at Sachem High
School (Lake Ronkokoma, N.Y.)
Kevin Balkam was recruited to
play lacrosse at Syracuse University and North Carolina State. BuThe
chose The College of Wooster in
a small liberal arts college
Ohio
that does not give athletic scholarships although Wooster is a respected competitor in the Midwest
Lacrosse Association (MLA).

"There are other things to think

about when you go to school," said
Balkam, who as a goalie his senior
year in high school led his team to
the New York state championship
in lacrosse. "A small school would
be something different and I decided to try it"
Balkam has since had three superb years in the goal for the
Fighting Scots. As a freshman Bal-

kam recorded 205 saves for 66
percent In 1981 he was credited
with 186 saves for 67 percent which
was good for a ninth place ranking
m the nation in Division III. In
addition, he was named to the first
team
This season he has already saved
218 shots and is only 139 from the
career record for number of saves
(748) set in 1973.
"Kevin has tremendous confidence in his abilities as a goalie,"
said Wooster coach Art Marangi
"And he seems to have a sixth
sense for positioning. Perhaps anticipation is his greatest asset as a
All-ML- A.

goalie."

"I want to win and I want to play
well," said Balkam. "After such a
successful high school career, it
was tough to lose again.. I didn't
like it"
Balkam's first year at Wooster
the Scots finished the season
Last year the team took a dive and
had its first losing, season since
6-- 6.

1976.

In the beginning of the 1982
season, Marangi was talking about
making a legitimate run for the
MLA title. But the Scots lost two
key players before the season began and later injuries wiped out
two more players who were the
nucleus of the offense. The Scots
record
currently stand with a
with one game left against Ohio
State.
"Of course, I wanted to see the
team do well," said Balkam. "But I
think I have reached my personal
goals that I set for myself."
Balkam's major is history and he
says that his education is just as
important as his lacrosse.
"I sometimes regret not going
big time in lacrosse," said Balkam.
"But playing lacrosse after I graduate will not put food on the table."
"Kevin wants to do his best in
everything he participates in," said
Marangi "He gives 100 percent on
and off the field."
His success speaks for itself.
.

team to emerge victorious at the 14
team Kenyon Invitational Saturday

May 1.
Wooster won the meet with "124
points far ahead of the next competitor Oberlin who had 82. Rio
Grande (58), Akron (47), Denison
(45), Kenyon (45), Berea (24). Wittenberg (24), Central State (22),
Baldwin-Wallac- e
(20), M alone (16),
Wilmington (9), Otterbein, (8), and
Heidelberg (4), all followed.
Darlene Kemp stole the show
with her four first places. Kemp
won the long jump in 1711," the 110

le

meter hurdles in 14.6, the 400 meter
hurdles in 68.1, and ran a leg of the
winning 400 meter relay of Darlene
Mitchell, Pam Willis and Robin
Mayo which clocked the time of
49.7.

'Darlene did a great job for us,"
praised coach Craig Penney. "You
can really count on her to come
through for the team."
Sprinter Pam Willis also added a
great deal to the Scotties' overall
point tally. Willis won the 200 meter
dash in 25.6 and ran the anchor leg
on the 1,600 meter relay of Heather
Murphy, Michelle Payne and
Seigley which took second in
a record time of 4.19.
Ly-net-
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Stop Worrying About Feminism
Dear Editor,
"The extension ot women's rights
is the basic principle of social
progress. "
That comment was made by
Charles Fourier in the Eighteenth
Century: tnen it was true but now
we have moved beyond it Ardent
feminism has become as anachronistic as Flower Children. And there
are yet women who feel they must
fight for equality. They are not of
the same stock as those who won
for us the basic principles of social
justice. The new generation of fem
inists is threatened whenever some
kind gentleman holds a door. So
insecure in themselves and their
identity as women, they have be
come belligerent, failing to realize
their own ineffectiveness.

We have successfully invaded the
ranks of all male institutions from
the aerospace program to Little
League. We have won our battle.
We are called to now turn our
intellects which have gained so
much for ourselves to the broader
problems of the world. '
Let us stop these charges of
sexual harassment at every boyish
prank (e.g. the connotations of the
word "lei," advertisements, and
misguided fingers), petty squabbles
over the linguistics of chairing a
committee (e.g. chairman vs.
chairperson) and turn our attention
from our egocentric struggle to
which face our world.

Elizabeth Koreman
BoxC-199-9
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long will it take you to get a good job?
If you haven't settled on a company or corporation yet. why not get your executive career off
to a flying start as a pflot or navigator in the United
States Air Force? It's the finest flight program in
the world, the pay is excellent, and you II enjoy
the prestige that goes with the silver wings of an
Air Force pilot or navigator.
It's one of the finest opportunities in the natioa
And a great place to gain executive experience
with million dollar responsibility. Find out today

about the Air Force flight program Contact
Ssgt John Rosenblad

2052-5- 8
Front Street
Cuyahoga Falls. OH 44221
928-86-
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the satellite tournament qualifies
our entire team for the state championships this weekend at Ohio
Wesleyan" stated Doc. "The team
won the important matches by
coming from behind when we needed them and that is what makes a
team a tournament winner," added
the coach.
Senior Brooke Bashore handled
her opponent from Mt Union with
little trouble, beating her for the
At
second time this season
second singles Ann Esgar won
1
over Cheryl Aronowitz from
Ashland, and Janine Boocks beat
her opponent from Mt Union
Kathy Little took a tie breaker in
and went on to win
her first set
Lynn
in the second set
defeated Anita Conant
2 at fifth singles,
from Malone
and Lorraine Aten dropped a tough
However,
match to Malone
Aten will compete in the state
tournament this weekend because
Wooster qualified the entire team
6-- 2,

6-- 1.

6--1.

6--

6-- 0,

6--0.

mMUSL

Gros-shandl-er

6-- 1.

6-- 0,

6--

6-- 4,

d:::o'G

6-- 4.

by winning the satellite.
In doubles play, Bashore and

Jani Oder teamed up to defeat Mt

1 at first doubles while
Union
Hope Sheperd and Jenny Keller lost
Second
at third doubles
doubles team of Grosshandler and
Allison Parker pulled out an exciting come from behind victory over
Malone during the last match of the
day to give Wooster the victory.
6--

6-- 0.

6--2,

7-- 5.

Parker, and Grosshandler dropped
then won a tie
their first set
breaker 6 and went on to win
"That
their third and final set
4-- 6,

7--

6--2.

win picked up nine points." said
Sexton, "giving us a 6341 victory

over Malone."

Competition this weekend will be
tough. "Only two of our players
have been seeded, so most of the

team will have to play four
matches to win their flight" said
Sexton. Lynn Grosshandler and
Janine Boocks are seeded fourth
and will receive byes their first
match. Commenting on the team's
overall performance this year. Doc
was impressed by their ability to
go after something when they really wanted it "This was something

they

learned

the year

as

progressed and it's the factor that
played off more than once, particularly last weekend," said Sexton.
"If we keep that attitude during
state competition this weekend we
may just surprise some people."
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BY MIKE SMITH
The women's tennis team made
coach Doc Sexton a believer last
weekend when they won the quali
fying tournament for state competition at Mount Union.
The Scotties won five-- of six
singles matches and two of three
doubles to amass 63 points, fol
lowed by Malone, Kenyon, Mt Un
ion, and Ashland. "The victory at

7-- 6,

5--5
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Men's LaxFall?

Then Rebounds

l7ooGcr Sfiips Pact Hiram
BY KABJN HAUSCHILD

.

It was all left up to the 1600
meter relay team, and true to
form, they palled through and
guaranteed the men's track team
victory over Hiram College on

Tuesday. Wooster won the closely
contesicq meet 0.
? Ia the field events, Hike Smith
placed second in the javelin. John
Srock and Larry Salata went
.0-0-

one-thr- ee

in the shot, with Srock
putting the shot 4? 1" for first.
Chris Thomas earned his first of
three firsts in the high jump, with a
leap of 6'2 Earle Wise jumped 6
rfor second. - With no competition. Smith and
Wise vaulted the starting height, to
----

--

--

IniiiMit lA'O" for
Mnla
niniii..
I
HiyMp JMIIIillW
first, and placed second in the long
jump.
Thomas captured his third first,
with a win in the 110 high hurdles.
Stafford HarreU and Jamie En-glplaced and. showed in the 100
meter dash, with Engler running
his personal best of 1L5. Engler
came back to place second in the
200 with a time of 23.68.
With Andy Baird leading the
pack, the Scots swept the 400. Craig
W W

M

W

er

Eisenfelder placed second, and
earned third.
In the 830, Steve Goodwin cap-tar-

Steve Corow

ed

first, and Andy Tveekrem
grabbed third. Bill Jackson won the
1500 with a time of 4:10.5 just
ahead of John Metx, 4:10.8,
Jackson came back to earn second in the 5000.
But when it came down to adding
points, it was the final event, the
1600 relay team who decided the
victory. Wise. Eisenfelder, Thomas
and Bair ran their second fastest
time, 3:28.1 to win the meet for
the Scot's.
"When the pressure was on, the
relay team came through. said
head Coach Tim Breier- - "That is

BY B022Y ISOORE

their trademark.
Over the weekend the Scots hosted the Wooster Invitational track
meet. The men placed second, a
jump from last year's standing of
second to last. Grove City won the
meet with 157 points. Wooster followed with 112. Oberlin. 100. Ken-yo85, Ohio Northern, 84 and
Heidelberg. 27, . , ,
Srock qualified for conference
with a 48 put in the shot Thomas
won first in the high jump. Smith
captured second in the pole vault.
- HarreU and Eisenfelder ran their
fastest times ever to earn second.
and third m the 100, with respective
times of 11.17 and 11 25, Eisenfelder
grabbed third place in the 200 with
another personal best, 23.0. He was
closely followed by Engler.
Wise ran two personal bests, in
the 400 HI hurdles, and the 110 high
hurdles. He grabbed first in the
400's with a time of 56.4 and earned
a third in the loo's with a 15.83.
Thomas captured second in the
high hurdles with a 15.74.
Baird ran to first place in the 800,
and Goodwin was right behind.
Jackson earned second in the 1500.
and lletx third. Scott Steffen came
in fourth in the steeple chase.
The famous 1600 relay team, ran
its fastest time, 3:28, for first
According to Breiner, "virtually
every one of the sprinters ran their
fastest times, even though all of
them did not place." He added tht
the heat aided the sprinters, but
hindered the longer distances.
Now there are only five men left
on the men's team, the conference
qualifiers. Srock has qualified on
the shot Thomas in the high jump
and the 110 high hurdles. Smith in
the pole vault Wise in the 400 DI
hurdles, and Baird in the 800. In
addition the Scots are allowed to
submit a 400 relay team, and a 1800
. ,
: ,
relay team.
--

n,

i

Trying to avenge earlier losses to
Denison and Kenyon. the Scot lacrosse team split as they dropped
to Denison but bounced back to
: roar past Kenyon.
Playing better than in their previous meeting, the Scots still could
not contain the sixth rated Denison
club. They fell short of their revenge by four goals in the 5 loss.
It was the third period when the
score was M and the Scots st&l had t
the chance, that fate once again
struck the club. Starters Jim De
lang and Tom Hebble were both hit
with injuries which would prove to
shorten their season by two games.
Hebble was subject to a broken
hand, and Delang suffered a sepa"
rated shoulder.
Delang had two goals and one
assist before he had to exit the
game and was playing welL "Jim
was hot and would have helped a
great deal had he been able to
finish out the game. He was just
tt.
coming tools own as a midfielder.
commented Coach Marangi of De.
lano's play.
From that point on, Denison
faced eight penalties but the Scots
could not capitalize on these excellent opportunities. "It was just poor
timing on my part I didnt have
the offense ready after the injuries, said If arangi.
"Considering what happened, we
played very, welL Our defense ' Scot Tennis Coach WEHam Albert Hayden SrftiTng was
played relatively well and no one
mood as he overlooked Lis players stats last
quit even after the injuries to ; rc&sfre
Wooster Invitational. Photo By Diaana L. Troyer.
Delang and Hebble," If arangi add8--

f
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It was parents weekend when the

ed.

Scots faced Kenyon in then rematch and the team obviously did
not want to go down in defeat as

they laid them by the wayside in a
184 victory. This win was as
meaningful as our win over Ohio
Wesleyan,' Marangi said of their
win.
i
The circumstances were almost
identical in the confrontation. In
their first meeting, the Scots had
just lost three starters due to disciplinary action of the College, and m
this one, the Scots lost two more
due to the injuries of the Denison
game. This time the Scots were
able to bounce back with a patched
and six runs, respectively. Tbei cp group, of midfielders and whip
BY DAVE BRYAN
It turned out to be a rough week Scots fielding was in question as Kenyon by ten points. "It was an
outstanding willingness to hang in
for the Scots. On Friday, they had they committed five errors.
Versus Ohio Northern, the Scots and play as a team,' viewed Martheir six game winning streak (seven, if you include a forfeit by suffered the one inning blues as one angi.
llount Vernon Nazarene) snapped inning each time took them out of It took the efforts of some of the
newcomers in the ranks to beat
by Ashland. Traveling to Ohio the ban same. game,
a four run. Kenyon such as Jack Whitef ord and
In the first
Northern on Saturday, the Scots
dropped a pair to the front running fourth inning by the Polar Bears Chris Hardon. Playing well as in
a five run cushion. The previous games were Steve WilPolar Bears and saw their OAC gave them were
Scots bats
stined tnat game. liams and Bill Duke who played
North record drop to
also,' as they only managed three one of his best games of the season
A QUICK RECAP
with five goals and two assist.
The Scots defeated Heidelberg in hits. . In the second game, it was more "The guys just decided they wera doubleheader; 4 and 7 to stay
close to Ohio Northern. The second of the same.. Eight straight hits by en't going to lose," said Marangi. :
game was won in the bottom of the the Polar Bears, all singles, The team has one game left until
seventh by Jeff Schmitzr Schmitz brought in eight runs in the fourth their season comes to an end and
clouted a grand slam home run inning. The Scots could only man that game is with Ohio State
top of the fifth.
"They are an improved team with
after an intentional pass to Steve age one in the are
now behind the a few players back that have my
The Scots
Ficyk loaded the bases. After that
Polar Bears by two full games. concern." said Marangi. "Our
the Scots defeated Oberlin,
Seven OAC games remain on the record in the league now is
and
before facing Ashland, and Ohio
-- Scots' schedule, but not all ox tnem it is pretty important to be
Northern.
are in the Northern Division. Five rather than 7 for the players." he
THE PAST WEEK
Besting some starters for Satur- games: two with Kenyon, one with added.
Baldwin Wallace, and two with
day's game with Ohio Northern, the Mount
Union, count in the North
Scots found themselves on the short
end of an 11--6 score against the standings.
CiTYTAXI
The Scots need three' losses by
Eagles. John Waehtel. Bob
in the
Schmuck and Steve Ficyk each had the Polar Bears to stay alive
424 South Market
two hits for the Scots. The Eagles North. But with the best pitching
will
OAC,
doubful
in
is
it
the
staff
it
did most of the game in the first
Discount LImo Service to Airport
mirvr4ra fmlT happen. J
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Scottics Victorious In Lax Finslo
BY SYDNEY SMYTH

The College of Wooster Scottics
season on an up- closed
oat
their
.
a
s.. an crmng
:1 krm win
won
Deal note
over Wittenburg Tuesday.
The Scotties dominated the first
half of the game, with Rosalind
Woskaw and Cindy Runette putting
in coals at 23:23 and 22:20. Witten
burg squeezed past Wooster and
added a goal at 21:00, but the
Scotties took over ine scoring wun
four more goals: Runnette at 18:00,
Trish Burdtek at 15:41 and 10:30,
and Nancy Hall at 5:00. Wittenburg
dropped in the last goal of the first
bait and they closed tne nan wun
Wooster on top
In the second half the scotties
continued to score with Burdkk
popping in a goal almost immediately at 23:15. But Wittenburg be
gan a zone aetense wucn ousterea
the Scotties and enabled Witten
burg to score five goals between
22:00 and 10:00. Wooster pulled
back together and realized that
they could beat the zone by playing
together, and began to score again.
The scoring alternated between the
Scotties. and Witt with Runnette
dropping in two, Woskaw putting in
one, and then Wittenburg adding
two. Hall and Burdkk dropped in
the last two Wooster goals at 2:00
and 1:00 to put Wooster in top with
'
a final score of 12-- 8
"Gamewise, said coach Terri
Prodehl, "when we put our minds
to it we dominated. We had occasional lapses in the pressure put on
by the defense, which you can see
-- in their (Witt's) scoring."
took 38 shots on
8-- 2.

The-Scotti-

es

goal. while Wittenburg took 28.
Goalie Joan Fisher had "an excellent game with 20 saves," com-

mented ProdoehL "In fact she had

--

2

a great season even though tie
scores don't always show it"
Wooster was recently defeated fct
the AIAW Regional Lacrosse Tost

r

.mm.
imriwyf
first
defeated by Earlham in the
'
r:
round with a score of
The Wooster goals were made by
Kunneue it;, butgick va; ana ww.
kaw (1). The second half was tt
most exciting for the Scotties. They
tut
came into the half, behind
milled ahead to first tie Earlham
and then pull ahead for a while.'
at 1
tied the score
But
. Earlham
- - tm V
a

TU'nf"f

;

10-1- L

4--7.

a

A.1

k

-

M

final goal to take Wooster
game was typical of our
tfiin." said ProdoehL "We were
m lira, wiu w
BIB 10 wmuwis
CODUO I DOU U III WKCUKT W W1U.
11-1-
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Bob Savitt, the Scot's Number One tingles player, aims for the ball
during last weekend's Wooster Invitational. Half a dozen net teams
from around the state participated in the Parent's Weekend tourney.
Photo by Dianna L. Troyer.

S0viWfTTboiiii0S..B0Suied
BY XAJUN HAUSCHILD
Two members of the men's tennis

team hare been granted national
ranking by the Intercollegiate Ten-

nis Coaches Association (ITCA).
Freshman Bob Savitt was ranked
23 in the nation in Division m
schools. Saritt pairs up with Senior
John Thomas to form Wooster"
number one doubles team. The
dnowas given a national ranking of
nine.
These two men will travel to
Kalamasoo College for National
competition on If ay
Thomas
win play on doubles while Sayitt
win be competing in singles and
doubles play.
Saritt and Thomas are undefeated in the conference and won one of
Wooster's three wins against Deni-so- n
University on Wednesday. The
Big Red defeated the Scots,
Wooster's three wins came in number one doubles, and number one
and six singles.
Saritt and Thomas won their
match 4,
Saritt won at numGary
ber one singles,
12-1- 5.

6--3.

6--

6--3.

6-- 2,

6-- 3.

Peterson brought in Wooster's third
win in sixth singles, 4,
6--

6-- 3.

Thomas was defeated in number
after a long match,
In number three singles,
1
John Morlidge, lost
Tom
Hetrkk, in number four singles,
dropped
Steve Yankello in
a new position for the Scots, at
number fire singles, was defeated
two singles,

3--6,

7-- 6,

4-- 6.

0--6.

2-- 6,

4--

4--6.

2-6,3--6.

Peterson and Morlidge lost the
number two doubles, 4H6,
7-- 5,

3--6.

2730 Cleveland Rd.

Hetrick and Yankello were defeat-

ed
On Friday and Saturday of last
week, the Scots hosted the Wooster
2--6,

2--6.

Invitational Tennis Tournament,
and won for the second year in a
row. Wooster came in first with 21

points, Calvin College had 13, Heidelberg. 12. and Ashland, 8.
It was round robin competition
with each team playing the other
three, in what Head Coch Harden
Schilling described as "two days of
very good and highly competitive
intercollegiate tennis."
After defeating Calvin 1 on
Friday, the Scots took on Ashland
Saturday morning. Wooster prevailed with a 2 victory. Saturday
afternoon Heidelberg proved to be
a little more competitive, but not
enough for the Scots, who downed
them
- With the regular season behind
them, the Scots look ahead to the

Hrs.

-

-

Sun.-Thur- s.
Fri.-Sa- t.

-

6-1-

6-- 9

Midnight

2

8--

7--

6--3.

(OAC),

Ohio Athletic Conference
and then some post conference
play. Wooster now 13-- overall and
72 on the conference enters the
Conference match with the third
best record. The men's only losses
have come from Ohio Wesleyan,
undefeated- - and Denispn. with one
loss, to OWU.
Schilling sees the competition, as
tough, but contests that Wooster is
in the naming. Last year the Scots
finished sixth. 1 points away from
second place.
"We are going to hare to get
wins out of everybody," said Schill7,

ing. "There will be no easy
matches.

Note; Night Owl
9 P.M.

-- Midnight

Fri. & Sat.

Single Item 6melette-- $ 1.89
includes Pancakes or Toast
Add'l items 25c each

